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Abstract: The detection of heart disease is a problematic task in medical research.
This diagnosis utilizes a thorough analysis of the clinical tests from the patient’s
medical history. The massive advances in deep learning models pursue the development of intelligent computerized systems that aid medical professionals to
detect the disease type with the internet of things support. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a deep learning model for elderly patients to aid and enhance the diagnosis of heart disease. The proposed model utilizes a deeper neural architecture
with multiple perceptron layers with regularization learning techniques. The model performance is veriﬁed with a full and minimum set of features. Fewer features
enhance the processing time of the classiﬁcation process while the accuracy is
compromised. The performance of classiﬁers with less features has been analyzed
with experimental results. The proposed system is built on the Internet of Things
Platform for medical data for the classiﬁcation process which aids medical professionals to detect heart diseases through cloud platforms. The results accuracy is
matched to classical learning models such as Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), Deep CNN, and neural ensemble models. The analysis of the proposed
diagnostic system can determine the heart disease risks efﬁciently. Experimental
results demonstrate that ﬂexible modeling and tuning of the hyperparameters can
attain an accuracy of up to 97.11%.
Keywords: Heart disease; internet of things; deep learning

1 Introduction
Heart disease is the primary cause of death in the elderly age group. Hence, the medical sector needs to
enhance the prediction of heart problems [1] using deep learning models. Precise diagnosis of heart disease is
impacted by previous knowledge of the patient’s pathological metrics [2]. Therefore, patients’ pathological
parameters such as cholesterol, hypertension condition, smoking, diabetes, and sex habits [3,4] need to be
monitored at all-time [5]. These parameters are independent and can be utilized for deep learning models.
Deep learning models, for heart disease Prediction, are the main aspect of our research [6]. The deep
learning models depict prediction enhancement for heart disease [7–9]. As in other medical ﬁelds. in this
paper, we employ the patient’s data to predict the chance of heart disease by mathematical calculations
using distributive functions.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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The authors in [10], classiﬁed heart disease into coronary, congenital, and rheumatic heart disease. The
cardio activity was investigated during motion and rest [11,12]. Heart artery disease signs are respiratory
complaints, chest pain, heart palpitation, and fatigue. Recent research advances in these ﬁelds are
prominent, via classiﬁcation and deep learning models [13] to classify cardiac disease efﬁciently [14].
Diagnostic methods for heart disease are chest X-ray, angiogram, stress testing resonance imaging [15],
and electrocardiogram test [16]. Medical data mining models are utilized to detect various signals of
metabolic parameters during activities and rest [17]. Data mining techniques for prediction are utilized
using data analysis in heart disease extrapolation [18–21].
The authors in [22] described that a Convolutional Neural Network Heart disease prediction utilizes
bioinformatics patterns in datasets by data mining methods. Features extraction is very effective in
prediction knowledge and class mining. various trends to classify heart diseases can be mined utilizing
neural networks. A shallow neural network and a multi-layer perceptron are used to examine the brain’s
neurons. It has several perception levels which impact the output and are depicted in Fig. 1. Both the
hidden and outputs layer with predetermined values are depicted.

Figure 1: Performance versus the amount of data for different supervised learning models
Authors in [23] presented a deep learning (DL) model for perceiving cardio diseases, and the outcomes
have revealed a four-level DL network for Risk minimization for better prediction accuracy. The DL network
proposed by the authors focused on model optimization and resolve the missing data and outliers with high
precision. To validate the optimized network, a cross-validation technique is used. Also, Matt correlation
parameters are used. The research was performed on a dataset of Cleveland clinic medical data (DCC).
The authors in [24] proposed the ensemble machine learning healthcare model (EML-HSM) for
computerized cardio disease detection in an internet of things (IoT) Fog model. The fog model offers
disease diagnosis as a fog model with IoT apparatus and levers the cardiac data efﬁciently. Fog-Cloud
Model Bus utilizes the bandwidth, speed, power dissipation, and precision to execute and test a model’s
accuracy. Fog models are programmed to produce the highest quality and prediction accuracy for many
fog settings and various user requirements. Deep learning models with high accuracy need huge
processing resources for learning and classiﬁcation. In [25] the authors integrate deep learning models to
edge detection paradigms by using new models such as the assembly computation model, that authorize
high accuracy with less computational time.
Authors in [26] proposed a recurrent deep learning model for early diagnosis of heart congestive. The
new model was able to detect multiple months’ scrutiny cases and controls apt occurrences, for example,
heart disease detection on, medication procedural instructions. Model performance metrics are contrasted
with the regression logistics, where the neural computing and vector support classiﬁcation model to the
k-nearest neighbor’s algorithm (KNN) classiﬁer for prediction. Deep learning techniques can exploit
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time linearity in the short time window to enhance the model performance to indicate the incident heart
congestive failure.
The authors in [27] presented a neural ensemble model for the operative diagnosis of cardio diseases.
The ensemble models produce new techniques by incorporating the retrograde possibilities of multiple
models. This can produce more operational test experiments. Heart disease data was utilized to learn
heart diseases symptoms. The ensemble technique is generated using multiple discrete models of neural
computing, and It permits the user to utilize various performance valuation methods. It permits the user to
produce multi views to verify their model performance [28–30].
To solve these problems, in this paper, we propose a deep learning model (D-CNN) [1–5] for the early
diagnosis of cardiac disease. D-CNN is a neural convolution network with deeper layers i.e. has more hidden
layers for better feature extraction [4]. Data analysis in deep learning models will reduce the need for the
medical expertise and also will eradicate the human error incidence, thus enhancing prediction
performance. D-CNN indicates favorable results in the tuning of models for the diagnosis of heart disease
with the augmented scope of routine medical data. Experimental results depict that an elastic design and
tuning of D-CNN parameters can attain a precision of 97.11%.
This paper demonstrates the developed D-CNN model to identify cardio disorders and enhance detection
accuracy utilizing deep learning classiﬁcation models. The classiﬁcation model proposed for this research
has two stages:
1. A deep learning model that motivated a multi-layer regulation. Further, the deduced pattern is utilized
to predict if the patients have cardio disorders based on a learning model.
2. The performance is measured for precision via error probability, accuracy, and speciﬁcity [19]. Also,
a remote monitoring platform (RMP) is introduced, that is competent to screen the patient metrics
with IoT [20] information collection from patients’ parameters such as ECG and hypertension and
generate a risk warning to the medical personnel with his condition.
The scope of the research is depicted as follows:
1. Determine the performance of heart disease detection using an assisted deep learning model,
2. Develop a classiﬁcation technique using the Bayesian model to attain the best error rate,
3. Develop a perceptron method with multiple layers of neurons, with hidden layers for binary
classiﬁcation.
The experiments employed the dataset (DS1) in [27]. The proposed model has better precision in
diagnosis heart disease.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows: In Section 2, The deep learning model (D-CNN) is proposed
to aid and enhance patient precision and reliability in prognostics of cardio diseases. In Section 3: The
experiments are depicted and tested. Section 4 depicts the conclusions.
2 The Deep Learning Model (D-CNN)
In this paper, we propose a D-CNN model for the timely prediction of cardiovascular disease and early
diagnosis. The dataset DS1 [27] is used for learning and prediction purposes. A deep learning CNN and
perceptron module with multiple layers (PML) is utilized to classify ECG data for feature extraction. The
D-CNN performs feature extraction to characterize beat classiﬁcation diseases. The last activation layer as
the last convolution is utilized as inputs. A normalization layer and a ﬁnal activation layer follow the ﬁrst
convolutional layer via a mathematical process. As shown in Eq. (1), parameters are utilized to
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implement a conveyor function in each layer using 20 kernels. The convolutional layers can be deﬁned as a
block of three operators, depicted by the following equations.
2.1 Process Architecture
z¼LI f

(1)

b ¼ BðzÞ

(2)

activation fn ¼ ReLuðbnÞ

(3)

where  is the convolutional time operator, L is the convolutional variable, I is the time series used as input, f
is the bias factor, where B is the Batch function and ReLU is the convolution activation function. A Softmax
classiﬁer is utilized in the ﬁnal longitudinal layer of data analysis, which is depicted in Fig. 2. New research
has revealed that the pooling function do not inﬂuence the classiﬁcation but impacts the overﬁtting of the
convolution process.

Figure 2: A Softmax classiﬁer that is utilized in the ﬁnal longitudinal layer of data analysis
The score for class x as an average pooling for the ﬁnal function is computed using the weight of the
forwarding linear combination of activation vector, which aids to analyze various windows such as,
diagnosis, observation, and prediction. In particular, the model computes the gradient score of class x
(Gx) regarding the P which is the average-pooled global value to produce the weights xxl . The weights
are deﬁned such that it helps the risk analysis of the cardiac disease, Hence:
X X @Gx
(4)
xxl ¼
j
i @Pl
ji
where, xxl deﬁnes the importance of the feature map l for an output class x. The map for class x is identiﬁed as
a weighted feature map, as depicted by the ReLU function.
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map 1 ¼ Relu

X
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xxl Pl

(5)

l

This method was utilized in the differentiation of the activation map x, deﬁning the value of the
activation function at the temporal position tj ; resulting in a time series classiﬁed before the accurate
representation of the inputs. Preprocessing phase is crucial and should be validated adequately. The
dataset will be preprocessed for accurate use by the Softmax classiﬁer such as missing values removal
using MinMax Scalar. Fig. 3 depicts the proposed D-CNN model. Feature extraction and selection are
required for deep learning classiﬁcation because non-important features can impact the classiﬁcation
process negatively. Thus, features selection enhances the classiﬁcation accuracy and decreases the
classiﬁcation time. The deep learning models employ feature selection while the perceptron process
solves the binary classiﬁcation process.

Figure 3: The proposed D-CNN model
2.2 Perceptron Process Using Multiple Layers
A Bayes net is a probability model using a prediction model graphically. Bayes nets are dedicated to
statistical distributions to predict the heart disease diagnosis. Features that are deﬁned by Bayes net, are
depicted in Fig. 4.
The Bayes net is deﬁned as a group of feature variables represented as a directed graph depicting the
conditional variable dependencies. The edges in the Bayes graph depict the dependent variables (features,
while the nodes that are not connected by edges then these nodes are independent variables.
Let’s deﬁne M as a variable that depends on n attributes M = {A1, A2,…, An}. Let a hypothesis (H) that
M is an element to a class C. The probability (H|M), is deﬁned as P(H|M). P(H|M) is the posterior conditional
probability of the M condition on H. The posterior conditional probability can be predicted via the Bayes
graph theorem.
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Pð H Þ
PðM Þ

(6)

Figure 4: Features deﬁned by the Bayes net
As depicted in Eq. (6), where P(H) is the probability of the hypothesis is real, and P(M) is the probability
of the evidence. P(M|H) is the probability of the evidence M such that H is correct and P(H|M) is the
probability of the hypothesis is true given that the evidence M represents a high likelihood.
The Bayesian classiﬁcation is based on the probability Bayes theorem. This is a speciﬁc case of the
Bayes net and a Softmax classiﬁer using the following features: age, sex, and other hypertension
attributes. The functions are autonomous in the conditionally Bayes net. Accordingly, the adjustments of
one feature do not impact the others. The Naïve model is proper for dataset classiﬁcation of high
dimensions. The classiﬁer is characterized that the attribute value being separate from the signiﬁcance of
the other attributes of a class.
Let’s then deﬁne T is training dataset as well as the associated classes. Each dataset item has n attributes
that are deﬁned as M ¼ fA1; A2; . . . :Ang. assume there are c classes abbreviated by C ¼ C1; C2; . . . . For a
tuple M, the classiﬁer predicts that M belongs to a class with the maximum posterior probability depending
on M. The Bayes net predicts that M is an element of the class Cj.


(7)
P Cj jM . PðCi jMÞ for 8i 6¼ j
hence, PðCi jMÞ is maximized. The class Cj for which PðCi jMÞ is maximum is deﬁned as the optimum
posterior proposition as deﬁned by the Bayes net theory:
 



 P Cj
(8)
P Cj jM ¼ P MjCj
PðM Þ
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if the attributes are independent of each other therefore:
PðMjCi Þ ¼

c
Y


P mljCj

(9)

i¼1

where, ml is the value of the attribute Al for the tuple M.
Algorithm 1: Perceptron Algorithm
Initialize all weights and all biases in N, where N depicts the Network
Do {
For each training item M in T {
For each input layer, i {
Oti ¼ Ii
For every hidden layer i {
P
Ii ¼ j Sji Otj þ /i
For each l in the ﬁnal output layer
Otl ¼

1
1 þ ejl

Errorl ¼ Oti ð1  Otl ÞðKi  Otl Þ
Endfor
For every i in the output layer
P
Errori ¼ Oti ð1  Oti Þ j Errorl swil
Endfor
For a weight wil in R
Dwji ¼ lErrorj  Otj
wji ¼ wji þ Dwji
Endfor
For each bias /i in R
D/i ¼ KErrori
/i ¼ /i þ D/i
EndFor
Endfor
While (The threshold is greater than 0.003)
}
As depicted in Algorithm 1, the perceptron with multiple layers’ algorithm consists of neurons, and
hidden multi-layers for the binary classiﬁcation modeling. For each convolution neuron, a perceptron
algorithm utilizes activation. Therefore, the functions perception modeling is presented as biological
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neuronal models, which utilize the perceptron activation layers in neurons. The activation formula deﬁnes the
weights for the neuron inputs and decreases the count of layers to two or three layers, by changing the
weights that are allocated to a perceptron neuron.
2.3 Prognosis Mathematics
The hypothesis, in our research, has a mathematical model that is derived from the prognosis formula,
l ¼ f ðv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vq Þ, where v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vq are the clinical selected features and l depicts the heart failure
cardiac occurrence in a patient. In our paper, the predictive aptitude is veriﬁed for the feasibility study of
the cardiac mathematical axiom in Heart Failure cases to improve the mathematical detection probability
of heart disease incidences. The probability density function pdfi ðtÞ is deﬁned as follows: for the cardiac
occurrences of a patient p at time t, the following release:
!
1
t
(10)
pdfi ðt Þ ¼ exp 
lp
lp
The prediction was passed from patient pre-charge data from clinical factors Vp ¼ fvp1 ; . . . ; vpq g of the
patient p that is deﬁned as a common subset Vpw  Vp of all the patients. The linear relation inversely deﬁnes
the dependency as follows:
1
a
v2V i Vip þ b

lp ¼ P

(11)

As depicted in Eq. (11), where Vpw deﬁnes the factors in Vw for patient p, and β is deﬁned as the intrinsic
frequency. The denominator in the formula deﬁnes the mean frequency of cardiac disease hospital preentrance per day, ai is the weight of the ith factor of the described frequency.
The likelihood formula for cardiac occurrences has been proposed in our research. It should be noted
that, there has been no substantial increase in the cardiac occurrences probability per day. The prediction
of the continuing cardiac occurrences likelihood per day is deﬁned as follows:


_ O_ K V þ x
b ¼ f v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vq jOb
(12)
As depicted in Eq. (12), where O_ is the computed occurrence likelihood of the cardiac patients.
Therefore, as noted, an exponential complexity designates the likelihood density for patient heart malady
occurrences for an elapsed time t as depicted in the following equation:
q
X


 

_
Q tjM ; Ob
¼ expðbt Þ ¼ exp  O_ K M þ x t ¼ 
ðO_ K i mi þ xÞt

(13)

i¼1

The survival curve is formulated as depicted in the following equation,
Z


 



_
_
Q tjM ; Ob QRE ð M ÞdM ¼
exp  O_ K M þ x t QRE ð M Þ tjOb

Z
P

¼

n
1X

N

P

 
 
exp  O_ K M þ x  t

(14)

k¼0

A mathematical formula is deﬁned that accurately computes the likelihood probability of the
hospitalized patient’s medical results who are discharged after correct diagnosis. The likelihood
probability of potential cardiac occurrences can be predicted by utilizing the current data. The D-CNN
model has been employed on the Medical Platform (IoT), which helps clinicians to diagnose cardiac
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patient’s cases in the cloud medical platform efﬁciently and the experimental results prove that a ﬂexible
model with hyper-parameters can attain an accuracy of 97.11%.
The Internet of Things IoT medical platform for cardiac disease prediction. Recent research has
presented that Internet of Things sensors are successfully incorporated into different paradigms, especially
emergent health care, where the IoT Medical platform (IoT-M) is usually employed. IoT-M monitors
heart pulse, hypertension, oxygen levels, and glucose readings using an oximeter. our paper proposes an
Internet of Things medical platform that employs ﬁtness tracking to collect medical data of a patient
using blood pressure, heart pulse, and ECG data. The platform can drive signals with complete data to
healthcare physicians handing accurate proﬁle of healthcare. This paper proposes an effective approach
for the modern busy world. The test results are discussed in next section.
3 Experimental Results
The experiments are performed employing the dataset (DS1) which includes data about elderly patients
with heart diseases in [27]. The data is partitioned into three folds 70% for training, 15% for validation and
15% for testing. The experiments are performed on Intel Core i19 running at 9.6 GHz with 64 GB RAM.
Python language was used to implement the model. We performed training by using 80 epochs for the
deep learning D-CNN model. Fig. 5 depicts the region of interest of cardiac patient images. We utilized
Fourier series analyses for each slice to mine the medical image, which represent the maximum rate
activity at the matching heart pulse frequency. Fig. 5a is the patient heart image with region of interest,
Fig. 5b depicts the Fourier transform image. Fig. 5c depicts the likelihood slice across all images. The
center of the left ventricle has been removed by incorporating the Hough transform with kernel voting
model with the blood pressure (bP).

Figure 5: Fourier transform of the region of interest (a) patient heart image with region of interest, (b)
Fourier transform image and (c) likelihood slice across all images [27]
3.1 Classiﬁcation Accuracy
This research employs a deep learning model for cardiac diseases risk factor prediction and risk
classiﬁcation. It pursues to enhance the classiﬁcation accuracy of cardio disease risk with an ensemble
model. Ensemble classiﬁcation model delivers higher precision and ﬂexibility, even for unstructured data,
than traditional classiﬁcation. The proposed D-CNN architecture is a beneﬁcial tool in heart disease
recognition for medical doctors. An extra phase of feature selection was presented to enhance accuracy.
The accuracy is calculated as follows:
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TP þ TN
TP þ FP þ FN þ TN

(15)

where, TP denotes the count of true positives, FP denotes the count of false positives, whereas TN denotes
the count of true negatives and FN denotes the count of false negatives.
Fig. 6 denotes the Fourier series transform for the three cases in Fig. 5.
While, Fig. 7 depicts the proposed model accuracy ratio.

Figure 6: Fourier series transform of bP in mm of mercury

Figure 7: Classiﬁcation Accuracy analysis. Test accuracy of a model is computed on new cases not used in
the training phase Accuracy is deﬁned as the ratio of the correct number of classiﬁed cases to the total number
of classiﬁed cases, train accuracy of a model is computed on the cases it was trained on
3.2 Detection Likelihood
We used two performance metrics namely sensitivity and speciﬁcity and they are calculated as
follows:
Sensitivity ¼

TP
TP þ FN

(16)

Specificity ¼

TN
FP þ TN

(17)
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A sensitivity percentage of 97.51% is the substantial result because it speciﬁes the highest likelihood of
true positive case results in patients with cardiac disease, which implies an accurate 97.11% cardiac disease
diagnosis for a new case with undiagnosed cardiac disease in the hospital. A timely and precise prediction of
cardiac disease is crucial for timely intervention and increase survival time and rate, this high sensitivity
together with the comparatively high 0.8681 and 0.8977 AUC curves indicates a high precision in the
cardiac diseases diagnosis in the developed deep learning model. The cardiac disease diagnostic
speciﬁcity percentage is 95.1%.
Figs. 8a and 8b depicts the sensitivity and the speciﬁcity of the proposed model compared to other
models. Also, the analysis ratio for the Sensitivity/Speciﬁcity ratios is depicted for various models. The

Figure 8a: The sensitivity of the proposed model compared to other models for different data sizes

Figure 8b: The speciﬁcity of the proposed model compared to other models for different data sizes
Sensitivity formula values identify cardiac disease cases by the last layer classiﬁer. The speciﬁcity ratio is
utilized to decide the classiﬁcation ability to verify true negative cardiac arrests.
3.3 Efﬁciency
The deep CNN model’s efﬁciency depends on the DNN classiﬁer choice during the training phase. In
this research, after the conclusion of the training phase, the weights and the biases of the deep learning
prediction were tuned from the deep learning model. The dataset is partitioned into a training and a
testing dataset, and the training set is utilized to form classiﬁers. While, the testing set veriﬁed the
efﬁciency. Tab. 1 depicts the efﬁciency percentage of the proposed D-CNN model versus other models.
Tab. 2 displays the CPU time required by our model versus other models.
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Table 1: The Accuracy of the proposed D-CNN model versus other models
Dataset size Our proposed D-CNN % E-CNN [12] % CNN [19] % DNN [18] % Deep2 [20] %
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000

84.5
87.8
90.4
92.4
93.7
95.6
97.11

74.7
75.4
76.7
82.4
83.2
84.3
89.3

74.2
75.3
76.3
84.8
85.4
86.7
88.8

75.9
77.4
79.7
82.3
84.5
86.7
88.6

74.7
76.1
78.7
83.4
84.5
87.8
90.4

Table 2: Comparison of the average CPU time for classiﬁcation of one patient in seconds (over 200 runs)
Method

Execution Time (s)

Our proposed model
E-CNN [13]
CNN [18]
DNN [18]
Deep3 [30]

4:43  0:68
38:38  1:38
84:43  1:77
138:39  2:09
178:38  2:38

4 Conclusions
This paper proposed a Deep learning CNN model for heart disease Classiﬁcation. The heart disease
detection performance with 96 percent conﬁdence using accuracy and speciﬁcity metrics. The proposed
deep learning classiﬁcation neural model has a deep learning mode for prediction with non-linear
regularized learning. The proposed model can, therefore, perform with high accuracy and reliability. and
can reduce the miss ratio. The model can aid patients and medical professionals globally to help the
public in developing regions with few medical personnel for heart disease. We employed feature
extraction to enhance the accuracy of the proposed technique. The feature extraction technique has added
to the precision of the deep learning model. The model performance is veriﬁed with a full and minimum
set of features. Less features enhance the processing time of the classiﬁcation process while the accuracy
is compromised. The performance of classiﬁers with less features has been analyzed with experimental
results. Experimental results demonstrate that ﬂexible modeling and tuning of the hyperparameters can
attain an accuracy of up to 97.11%.
Though, the limitation of this study is the lack of investigating the bandwidth performance for the
internet of things using our platform which would be very crucial for future study.
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